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LANDSLIDE® TIPPER LINER
Landslide® reduces the tip angle by up to 30%* when 
unloading an end tipper, compared to a tipper with no 
liner installed, reducing the trailer’s centre of gravity  
and providing a safer more stable tipping platform.  
As a result, the height of the tipped trailer is also  
lower, reducing the chance of it making contact with 
overhead obstacles.

This process also reduces the number of catch points 
inside the tub, resulting in better product discharge.

In-built UV protection ensures Landslide® has an optimum 
life in the harsh Australian sun, while the trailer is 
reinforced by the inherent impact and abrasion resistance 
provided by the tipper liner, for a longer trailer life.



LANDSLIDE® TIPPER LINER

The reduction in required tipping angle lowers the trailer’s 
centre of gravity, providing an even safer and more stable 
tipping platform. Further, the height of the tipped trailer 
is lowered, reducing the chance of making contact with 
overhead obstacles.

Landslide® gives your trailer additional impact and abrasion 
resistance, protecting the tipper body from wear.      

With one of the best coefficients of friction available in  
its category, Landslide® can reduce the required tipping  
angle by up to 30%* when unloading for a faster tip cycle.  
This means that in some cases, an entire stage can be 
removed from the hoist.

For improved functionality, Landslide® is affixed using a unique 
method which removes the need for rivets, resulting in fewer 
catch points in the tub for better product discharge.

A Safer Tip

Longer trailer life

Cost Effective

Fewer catch points 
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SPECIFICATION
Coefficient of friction  Static 0.1  Dynamic 0.15  Installed weight per m  43kg
Material type  UHMW-PE   Liner density  0.932 g/cm3
Thickness  12.7mm   Molecular weight  8.0x106 g/mol
Colour  Black   Warranty  2 years
Applications  • Boulders  • Compost • Gravel 
  • Clay  • Dirt • Rock 

Improved aesthetics – The unique attachment method removes unsightly rivets on the outside of the tub for a better aesthetic appearance.
UV stabilised – Landslide® is UV protected, reducing the chance of additional damage to the liner material caused by exposure to the sun.

Visit: www.maxitrans.com  
to find your nearest Dealer.




